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Our seven cello choir members meet the first Thursday of each month at our teacher's studio. One of our members (who sings in two of the choirs) brought us a four-part adaptation of Stravinsky Butter Noster, a coral piece composed as an addition to the Russian Orthodox Church Mass music. The four parts easily adapt to cello and harmony, although the piece is clear and relatively easy to play through,
was very beautiful. Nice start to practice. We spent a good bit of practice working on a version of an early American piece called The Farewell Anthem. It's another piece with beautiful harmony, and it's interesting because all of the parts use the same bending. We made an extra piece early in America (between the mountain and the deep valley) and finished on a bright note with a triple arrangement of
Achakan farewell. The intonation was excellent today; It's a delight to play with other musicians! My lesson was today, too, and we spent the whole lesson on the 8 etude of The Opus Popper 76 (preparatory studies for HS of cello play). This is quite etude; It is two pages of arpeggios that travel up A and D strings all the way to the end of the board, and a real practice in finding both of those thumb position
notes (and in key A-3 sharps – just to add a little extra degree of difficulty.) What I found useful and particularly amazing is the availability of target notes in these elevated areas. There are harmonics, of course, to provide features. However, in addition To I learned today to play a note (maybe with a finger 3), and then turning my finger 1 into this position while playing a top note with my second or third
finger. Starting from fifth, sixth and seventh place, this etude challenges do the kind of goal to find all the way to the end of the board. There you'd find Jim #'s, D, and F3 up in the stratosphere, landing on the right note, in tune. We'll see if I can repeat all of this in my practice this week. But I'm starting to see light in terms of the ability to find these high notes. Of course etude then pulls you down to the lower
positions on G, D and A strings and uses the same principles of note finding arpeggios there. What a wonderful lesson I've worked with a lot of different (good and valuable) etude books (Schroeder, Me, Matz, etc.), but no one seems to be able to provide those 'aha' moments with regularity like Popper. I've been learning from Bach 3 suite Prelude (the second page has a large section of thumb position
crossings); Last week I was working on 7 Opus 76 Popper etude. Darned if there is no low position of the thumb chain crossing using the same finger as Bach. Another 'aha' and a smile..... (Popper) is really worth it I ran through this video of a very nice version of Achakan's farewell. sent a note to the cellist. It is not clear that he will ever see the letter. What I like about it is the simplicity of copying... What I
need. Does anyone have this version or one like that? I have searched online and the number of options is hip and adder worthy. I hope to shorten thank you in advance. Page 2 9 Ashukan Reservoir Comments, located in Ulster County, New York, USA O'Shone goodbye sample 24 seconds of soundtrack of Civil War problems playing this file? See media help. Ashukan Farewell / əˈʃoʊˌkæn / is a piece of
music composed by american folk musician Jay Unger in 1982. For many years it served as a good night or a waltz farewell at the annual Ashokan Violin and Dance Camps run by Unggar and his wife Molly Mason, who gave the tune of her name, at the Ashkan Field Campus of Suny New Baltz (now The Ashukan Center) in upstate New York. [1] The melody was used as the title theme of the 1990 Peps
TELEVISION SR of civil war. [2] Despite a late history of composition, he was included in the 1991 compilation album Songs of the Civil War. The authorship, although written in 1982, has many similarities with Massa's song Cold Cold Earth, written by Stephen Foster in 1852. It is not known whether this is why they were included in the Ken Burns Civil War series. The song itself was written nine years
before the beginning of the American Civil War and seems to be a gift to her. The wallpaper piece is a waltz in Grand D, composed in the style of Scottish lamentation (for example, Nile Go lamenting to his second wife). [3] Jay Unger describes the song as coming out of a sense of loss and longing after the end of the annual music and dance camps in Ashukan. [3] The most famous arrangement of the
piece begins with a solo violin, later accompanied by guitar and upright Bs. Another arrangement, featuring Ungar, Mason, and their family band, is performed with two violins, acoustic guitar, and banjo, with a piece starting with a solo violin. Before its use as a television series theme, Ashokan was recorded farewell on Waltz of the Wind, and the second album by the band Violin Fever. Among the
musicians were Org and Mason. Ashkan was the name of a former village in the Catskill region[1] which is now mostly covered by the Ashukan Reservoir. Used in the Civil War documentary series in 1984, director Ken Burns heard a farewell to Ashkan and moved it out. He used it in two of his documentaries: Huey Long (1985) and The Civil War (1990), which featured the original recording by Violin Fever
at the beginning of the film. The Civil War attracted the most attention to the piece. She played 25 times throughout the eleven-hour series,[1] including during an emotional reading of Sullivan Palu's letter to his wife in the first episode. The song lies behind nearly an hour of film. Civil War viewers often believe that the melody is a traditional tune from the Civil War era. In fact, it is the only modern
composition on the soundtrack of the film, as all Music is authentic music from the 19th century. [1] Following the success of the series and her soundtrack album, the track was released as a single by Elektra Nonesuch, supported by Sullivan Palu's recording letter featuring narrator David McCullough and actor Paul Roebling reading part of Palo. He then received a broadcast time on some radio stations
coordinated by country music, in time as the United States entered Operation Desert Storm. Elektra Nonesuch media relations manager Carol Yabel for Billboard magazine, I think ['Ashokan goodbye'] was a topic that people can kind of attach to a series identity. But... [Serial music] is really all the time. There's nothing exciting or contemporary about it, really, except that the series was linked to good music,
for sure. [4] The song was later used in The Loy Episode The Way: Part II, where Louie dresses up in a civil war costume for an old picture. [5] More recently, the song is being used in the premiere of the television series Yellowstone. Other releases have covered the song and re-recorded it several times: 1992 – Kip Breton violinist Jerry Holland performed a tune on his violin set album. 1993 - Country
violinist Mark O'Connor released heroes, featuring a farewell duet with Pinkas Zuckerman. [6] 1994 – Acoustic guitar duo Wind Machine on their album A Show Hands. 1994 - Bluegrass guitarist Tony Rice covered it on its live release. 1994 - Priscilla Herdman also released on Forever and Always, with lyrics by Gregan McGregor. She was accompanied by Ongar and Mason in 1994 - popular guitarist
Tommy Emmanuel recorded it on his album Terra Verma with his brother Emmanuel. He also performs a version of the song with his band that includes drums from the Civil War time period, a standing bass, and a second harmonic guitar. 1996 – Leroy Mack on the album Leroy Mack and Friends. 1997 - James Galloway Coulter, featuring James Galloway on the flute. 1997 – Joe Trio (Styles Allen,
Cameron Wilson and Laura McViter) on the album Joe Cup, 2001 – a cover version appears on Chuck Little's solo piano recording Forever Blue. 2002 - Soloist Larry Bates plays a poignant version of DADGAD on his album Hands Of Time. 2003 - The violin duo released a duel consisting of Greg Scott and Craig Owen's cover on Auscan's farewell on their debut album entitled DUEL album went to No. 1 in
the UK classic charts for several weeks. 2005 - The Irish women's orchestra all women celtic women released a cover version by Nesbitt Máiréad (violin/violin) in their first album and a live DVD recording of the same name. 2006 - The time for three covered on We Just Burned This To You, recorded live at Bowling Green State University in Ohio on January 13. 2008 – British vocal group Blake covered the
song for their debut album Entitled. 2008 – North Dakota violinist Louie Larson performs on his album Larson, on the right track. He performs all the instruments I've heard in this melody and all the melodies on the album. 2011 - Keith Kinif, under his nickname Goldmond, covered the song on his album All Will Prosper. 2011 - The band of Her Majesty's Royal Marines released a cover of Auscan Goodbye
2011 – and ebony Hillbillies on their barefoot and flying album. 2012 – Muckle Flugga on their album Back to The Light. 2012-2013 – The BBC America Tv series Copper,[7] which takes place at five points from New York City in 1864, nearly 120 years before the melody was written. 2013 – On the album Tent Strike, the second Carolina Series Band covers the song. 2013 - Electric violinist Bridged Pippens
covered the song on her first album Sugar&amp;Steel. 2013 - Performed by lead violinist John Perkins of Her Majesty's Royal Marine Corps, he was voted number 36 in the Classic FM Hall of Fame (UK). [8] 2013 – Bridget Cleary burns on their album Pressure For the Time. 2013 - Broderick and Broderick, on the eponymous EP, include a track titled O'Shanyoan's Farewell. 2014 - Nicola Benedetti:
Homecoming, Rory MacDonald, BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, Soloist Nicola Benedetti, Deca. 2015 – Cool Creek Boys perform on their album Outside the West. 2015 - Reims version is used in the soundtrack to the Japanese anime television series Owarimonogatari called Euler, composed of Ki Haniuka. [9] 2019 - Jenny Oakes Baker performed Kurt Bester's arrangement with the Lyceum
Philharmonic Orchestra, filmed in an outdoor environment, with a love letter farewell to Sullivan Palu from the Civil War documentary by Ken Burns added all the time. [10] 2019 - James Dunn closed his album Family Songs, Vol.1 with him, featuring mendolin, harmonica, guitar and violin. [11] See also music history of the United States during the Civil War era reference ^ b Unger, J (2012-05-20). Ashokan
Goodbye FAQs. See it on 2015-01-04. ^ Civil War. Movie. Civil War music. Pbs. See it on 2012-09-17. ^ a b music from the Civil War. Pbs. See it on 2013-08-31. ^ Dimmartino, Dave. Useful soundtrack symone in. Billboard Magazine, 16 February 1991, p. 10. ^ Silver, Stephen (May 29, 2015). 'Louie' end of the season breaks 'Ashokan Farewell'. Technologies. GadgetTell LLC was archived from the original
version on May 30, 2015. Accessed May 30, 2015. ^ Brian Mansfield. Heroes Music ^ About Copper. BBC America. Accessed December 22, 2012. ^ ^ ^ ^ External File Links Sample by Ashokan Band Bye-Bye Ashokan Fiddle &amp; Dance Camp Retrieved from
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